Initiation conditions for debris flows generated by runoff at Chalk Cliffs, central Colorado
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Abstract

We have monitored initiation conditions for six debris flows between May 2004 and July 2006 in a 0.3 km² drainage basin at Chalk Cliffs; a band of hydrothermally-altered quartz monzonite in central Colorado. Debris flows were initiated by water runoff from colluvium and bedrock that entrained sediment from rills and channels with slopes ranging from about 14° to 45°. The availability of channel material is essentially unlimited because of thick channel fill and refilling following debris flows by rock fall and dry ravel processes. Rainfall exceeding $I=6.61(D)^{-0.77}$, where $I$ is rainfall intensity (mm/h), and $D$ is duration (h), was required for the initiation of debris flows in the drainage basin. The approximate minimum runoff discharge from the surface of bedrock required to initiate debris flows in the channels was 0.15 m³/s. Colluvium in the basin was unsaturated immediately prior to (antecedent) and during debris flows. Antecedent, volumetric moisture levels in colluvium at depths of 1 cm and 29 cm ranged from 4%–9%, and 4%–7%, respectively. During debris flows, peak moisture levels in colluvium at depths of 1 cm and 29 cm ranged from 10%–20%, and 4%–12%, respectively. Channel sediment at a depth of 45 cm was unsaturated before and during debris flows; antecedent moisture ranged from 20%–22%, and peak moisture ranged from 24%–38%. Although we have no measurements from shallow rill or channel sediment, we infer that it was unsaturated before debris flows, and saturated by surface-water runoff during debris flows.

Our results allow us to make the following general statements with regard to debris flows generated by runoff in semi-arid to arid mountainous regions: 1) high antecedent moisture levels in hillslope and channel sediment are not required for the initiation of debris flows by runoff, 2) locations of entrainment of sediment by successive runoff events can vary within a basin as a function of variations in the thickness of existing channel fill and the rate of replenishment of channel fill by rock fall and dry ravel processes following debris flows, and 3) rainfall and simulated surface-water discharge thresholds can be useful in understanding and predicting debris flows generated by runoff and sediment entrainment.
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1. Introduction

Runoff, erosion, and sediment entrainment are important mechanisms for the initiation of debris flows in burned and unburned basins throughout the
world (e.g., VanDine, 1985; Wohl and Pearthree, 1991; Takahashi, 1991; Davies et al., 1992; Berti et al., 1999; Cannon, 2001; Hürlimann et al., 2003; Griffiths et al., 2004; David-Novak et al., 2004; Godt and Coe, 2007). The initiation processes, and thus, the hazard implications for runoff-generated debris flows are different from debris flows initiated by the mobilization of landslides (e.g., Iverson et al., 1997; Iverson et al., 2000), and are much less studied and understood (Tongnacca and Bezzola, 1997; Cannon et al., 2003; Berti and Simoni, 2005). In addition to the lack of a physical framework for analyzing these types of debris flows, common problems that inhibit an understanding of initiation conditions include: a lack of rain gages in small basins where debris flows most commonly occur; rain gages that inaccurately measure rainfall from short, intense bursts, common during thunderstorms; little or no knowledge of antecedent rainfall and sediment moisture conditions; and poor constraints on times of occurrence.

To examine initiation conditions and processes for runoff-generated debris flows in unburned areas, we began studying four debris flow basins in central Colorado in May 2004 (Coe et al., 2005). All of the basins are small (<0.5 km²), steep (25–90° hillslopes), sparsely vegetated, at least partially south facing, and have had recent debris flow activity. In each basin, we have made multiple sets of field observations, monitored initiation-conditions using event-recording rain gages and dielectric soil moisture sensors, and measured and modeled hydrologic characteristics and discharge from colluvium and bedrock in zones where debris flows are initiated.

This paper focuses on one of the four study basins; the basin located at Chalk Cliffs (Figs. 1 and 2). Like many low-order (or “steepland”) basins in the semi-arid, western USA, the Chalk Cliffs basin contains two primary types of hillslope materials: exposed bedrock and sandy colluvium with little soil development. Multiple debris flows have occurred in this basin since May 2004, but none of these flows mobilized from discrete landslide sources (i.e., slides or spreads using the Varnes, 1978 classification). Several water-dominated events (floods) have also occurred in the basin since May, 2004. Although this paper is focused on gaining a better understanding of the debris flows, we also attempt to distinguish debris flows from floods using the previously mentioned data sets.

Our hypothesis is that the frequent initiation of debris flows in the Chalk Cliffs study basin is dependent on the ability of bedrock and/or colluvium to produce surface runoff during rainfall, and the availability of sediment that can be easily entrained by runoff. An additional hypothesis is that the magnitude of debris flows (i.e., travel distance or volume) is positively correlated with rainfall amounts or the elapsed time since the last debris flow, which would control the amount of sediment available for entrainment. In this paper, we examine these hypotheses using the previously mentioned data sets, and follow with a discussion of our results in the context of previous work and the implications for runoff debris flow initiation processes in general.

2. The Chalk Cliffs study area

The Chalk Cliffs are highly fractured and hydrothermally-altered quartz monzonite, which is part of the Eocene–Oligocene Mount Princeton batholith. The cliffs are located in the Sawatch mountain range adjacent to a normal fault which forms the eastern boundary of the range (Miller, 1999). Slip along the normal fault is associated with formation of the Rio Grande Rift and cumulative displacement is estimated at about 3000 m since 23 Ma (Tweto, 1978; Shannon et al., 1987; Kelley, 1991). The most recent fault movement occurred within the last 3 ka (Ostenaa et al., 1981). Several hot springs are located along the normal fault and are apparently the remnants of the hot water system that caused the extensive hydrothermal alteration observed in the area (Sharp, 1970). The name “Chalk Cliffs” is derived from the white color of laumontite and leonhardite (a calcium zeolite variety of laumontite), which are two of the most abundant alteration minerals in the area. Other alteration minerals include chlorite, calcite, illite, epidote, quartz, kaolinite, and fluorite (Sharp, 1970; Emslie, 1991).

The Chalk Cliffs drainage basin that we monitored for this study (Fig. 2) is a tributary of Chalk Creek; an east flowing, formerly glaciated, perennial stream. Coalescing fans (bajadas) line the north and south sides of Chalk Creek, but the bajada at the base of Chalk Cliffs is particularly extensive (Figs. 1A and 2). Deposits from historical debris flow activity are prevalent on this bajada at and near the mouths of many of the small drainage basins in Chalk Cliffs (Figs. 1A and 2). A systematic compilation of historical debris flows in the area does not exist, but several studies have noted the abundance of recent debris flows from basins in the area (Dillon and Grogger, 1982; Mortimer, 1997). Mortimer (1997) found that railroad tracks built on the bajada in 1882 were buried by several meters of sediment from multiple debris flows and floods.

The study basin is small (0.3 km²) and steep; bedrock slopes range from roughly 40° to vertical, whereas colluvial slopes range from about 25° to 40°. Bedrock is exposed in about 60% of the basin area (Fig. 2).
Colluvium forms an apron downslope from bedrock cliffs and is thickest (roughly 10 m) near the center of the basin. Colluvial areas adjacent to bedrock gulleys are being actively eroded by runoff from the surface of bedrock during rainstorms. Colluvium adjacent to channels has been incised, is oversteepened, and supplies material to the channels by raveling. All channels in the basin, and on the downslope bajada, flow intermittently during rainstorms. The main channel that drains the basin extends about 940 m (measured horizontally) from the mouth of the basin, across the bajada and Chaffee County Road 162 (CCR162), to form a fan in Chalk Creek (Figs. 1A and 2). Where the channel crosses CCR162 (Fig. 2), Chaffee County has widened and lined the channel with concrete. Signs along the road on both sides of the channel warn motorists not to drive through the channel when it is flowing. When debris flows deposit material on the road, the county cleans off the road and hauls away the debris. According to county maintenance records, such cleaning is needed, on average, about once a year (Joe Nelson, 2004, personal communication). A comparison of the Average Recurrence interval (ARI) between debris flows in the study basin (ARI ≤ 1 year), with the level in other well-known debris flow basins areas in Colorado (e.g., Cascade Creek near Ouray, ARI ≈ 5 years, Jochim, 1986; two unnamed basins near Georgetown, ARI ≈ 7 years, Coe et al., 2003), indicates that the study basin probably has the highest observed frequency of debris flows in Colorado.

Several recent investigations by Eric Leonard and his students at Colorado College in Colorado Springs, CO indicate that flows from the study basin are water-dominated flows and debris flows (Mortimer, 1997), and that the velocities of debris flows range from about 4 to 13 m/s (Christensen, 2003). Based on these estimates of velocity, the time required for a debris flow to travel from the mouth of the basin to the CCR162 (about 820 m) ranges from about 1 to 3 min.

3. Field and laboratory methods

To examine our hypothesis that debris flows are generated by surface runoff from bedrock and/or colluvium during rainfall, we used a combination of field and laboratory methods to characterize the areal extent and physical properties of surficial geologic materials (colluvium and channel sediment), accurately measure rainfall within the basin, and measure and characterize the hydrologic response of surficial materials to rainfall. We used field observations, geologic mapping, and measurements of grain size and in-situ bulk density to characterize the physical properties of surficial materials. A rain gage was used to monitor rainfall in the basin. Soil moisture sensors and in-situ infiltrometer and permeameter measurements were used to characterize the hydrologic response of surficial materials to rainfall. Field observations following debris flows were used to estimate travel distances and relative magnitudes of the volumes of debris flows (i.e., absolute debris flow volumes were not measured) to evaluate our second hypothesis, that is, that the magnitude of debris flows is correlated with rainfall amounts or the elapsed time since the last debris flow. The timing and magnitude of runoff (i.e., surface-water discharge) from bedrock was simulated using a routing model and is described in Section 4.

3.1. Field observations and geologic mapping

We made field observations in the study basin and on the downslope fan twelve times between May, 2004 and July, 2006. Observations were sometimes made during trips to install or repair instrumentation in the basin, but were often made following notification of a flow by local residents. Observations typically involved determining the extent of the flows, interviewing local residents and authorities to determine the timing of events, following the tracks of flows to the source in the basin to determine characteristics of flow initiation and flow initiation zones, sampling material from flow deposits and source areas, and geologic mapping of bedrock and colluvium. Geologic contacts were identified on aerial photographs in the field, and then transferred from the photographs to a topographic base map using a PG2 photogrammetric plotter (Pillmore, 1989).

3.2. Field instrumentation

We installed two types of instruments in the study basin, a rain gage and four soil moisture probes. The rain gage is a siphoning, tipping bucket rain gage manufactured by Hydrologic Systems and designed to maintain ±2% accuracy at rainfall rates up to 500 mm/h. We installed the gage near the center of the basin on a relatively stable talus surface at an elevation of about 2800 m (R1, Fig. 3). The soil moisture probes are capacitance-based, ECH20 soil water probes manufactured by Decagon Devices, Inc. The dimensions of the probes are 25 cm × 3 cm × 0.1 cm. The probes measure the apparent dielectric constant of soil within a 2 cm soil zone on both sides of the flat, 25 cm × 3 cm surface and relate the measured constant to volumetric water content through the use of a calibration equation. Bosch (2004) rigorously tested the probes and
found that they yielded very accurate estimates of volumetric water content (within ±0.05 cm³/cm³) when they were calibrated for specific soils. We developed a calibration equation for our probes using soils sampled from soil pits during installation of the probes, and laboratory techniques outlined by Campbell (2004). The linear calibration equation used for this study is:

\[ \text{vw} = 0.0007(\text{mV}) - 0.2519 \]

where \( \text{vw} \) is volumetric water content and mV is millivolts measured by the probe with an excitation voltage of 2.5 volts at 10 milliamps for 10 milliseconds.

We installed probes at two locations, on a colluvial mantled hillslope in young colluvium (SM1, SM2, Fig. 3), and in/near the main drainage channel within the basin (SM3, SM4, Fig. 3). On the hillslope, a soil pit was dug and slope-parallel slots for the probes were driven into the upslope wall of the pit using a steel blade with the same dimensions as the probe. The probes were installed in the slots so that the narrow (0.1 cm) edges of the probes were approximately parallel to the slope of the surface. Probes were installed at two slope-normal depths, 1 cm (SM1) and 29 cm (SM2), where depth is measured to the uppermost, narrow edge of the probe. After installation, the pit was filled with the same material that was initially removed. In the channel, a probe was installed as described above at a depth of 45 cm (SM4). Along the edge of the channel, a probe was installed within a debris flow levee at a depth of 1 cm (SM3).

### 3.3. Field and laboratory tests to characterize colluvium, channel sediment, and debris flow deposits

#### 3.3.1. Grain size analyses

We collected samples for grain size analyses from colluvium in debris flow source areas, (G3, G5, G6, Fig. 3), channel sediments (G2, G4), and fresh debris flow deposits (G1). Samples were analyzed using sieve and hydrometer methods as described in American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) standard D-422.

#### 3.3.2. Bulk density

We measured the bulk density of the colluvium in the study basin at three locations (BD1–BD3, Fig. 3) using a Ring-Excavation technique (Grossmann et al., 2001; Grossman and Reinsch, 2002). An aluminum ring of approximately 20 cm in diameter was driven into the colluvial surface. The depth to the ground surface within the ring was measured in about 16 locations using a micrometer and a small shelf placed across the ring. The colluvium inside the ring was then excavated using a spoon and the distance measurements were repeated. The volume of colluvium was then determined using the difference between the two sets of distance measurements and the cross-sectional area of the ring. The porosity and void ratios (ratio of void volume to volume of solid particles) were calculated from the oven dried mass of the colluvium using a specific gravity of 2.65.

#### 3.3.3. Measurements of infiltration

We made mini-disk tension infiltrometer measurements on in situ colluvium at 5 locations (I1–I5, Fig. 3) to estimate the rate of infiltration of the colluvial surface at a matrix tension head of −6 cm relative to atmospheric. The tension of −6 cm allows measurement of the rate of water infiltration into the colluvium as it approaches saturation, but prior to ponding of water on the surface, thereby simulating anticipated conditions directly before a debris flow. A sample of colluvium was collected nearby each measurement site prior to the test to measure the initial soil moisture, and a sample was collected directly underneath the disk after the test to measure the final soil moisture. The samples were dried over-night at 105 °C to determine the gravimetric soil moisture.

#### 3.3.4. Permeameter measurements

We used a Guelph permeameter (a constant head well permeameter manufactured by Soilmoisture Equipment Corporation, Reynolds and Elrick, 2002) to measure the saturated hydraulic conductivity of colluvium at three locations (Ksg1–Ksg3, Fig. 3) in the study basin. The hydraulic conductivity values obtained using this method are generally assumed to represent a “field-saturated” hydraulic conductivity where the soil is not fully saturated but contains some entrapped air (Elrick and Reynolds, 1992). In general, the saturated conductivity measured in the field using permeameter techniques is assumed to be about half that measured in the laboratory on the same materials using large samples and de-aired water (Bouwer, 1966). To compute the field-saturated hydraulic conductivity of the colluvial material, we used the multiple-head analyses of Reynolds et al. (1985) and the single-head analysis or “Glover” analysis (Zangar, 1953; Amoozegar, 1989). Reynolds and Elrick (2002) provide a detailed discussion of both data reduction methods.

### 4. Modeling to characterize runoff from bedrock

One of our hypotheses was that runoff-generated on bedrock drives the initiation of debris flows at Chalk Cliffs. Like other studies that have used simple models
to test hypotheses (i.e. Piñol et al., 1997; Kinner and Stallard, 2004), this study used a routing model to examine the possible flood hydrographs that were created by various rainstorms producing debris flows and floods. Without observed discharge to verify the modeling, our results were compared to field-observed
constraints which provide guidance on the timing and magnitude of runoff.

We used a routing model that accompanies the program RiverTools (Rivix, 2001), called TOPOFLOW, to simulate the timing and magnitude of runoff created on bedrock. Simulated runoff was examined at the mouth of the west channel (Fig. 3), a 4th order bedrock channel, before it entered the sediment-laden main channel (Fig. 3, near G3 and G5), a 5th order channel that drains to Chalk Creek. We chose this point for simulating runoff because the upslope drainage area is almost entirely bedrock (Fig. 3) and the downslope area is loose sediment. The main channel downslope from the simulation point consistently contains sediment that can be entrained by runoff, unlike the west channel, which intermittently contains sediment. We assigned stream orders based on field observations that orders 1 and 2 were small rills and gulleys on bedrock cliffs and hillslopes, and order 3 was the first level of well-developed bedrock channels that merge to form the 4th order channels shown in Fig. 3.

TOPOFLOW models overland flow by mass balance using Manning’s equation applied to a mesh of grid cells. The equations used for routing in TOPOFLOW...
begin with the overland flow out of a pixel \( Q_{\text{out}} \); units of \( \text{m}^3/\text{s} \):

\[
Q_{\text{out}} = \frac{wdR^{0.66}S^{0.5}}{n}
\]  

(2)

where \( w \) is the average width of the channel bed (m); \( d \) is the depth of flow (m); \( R \) is hydraulic radius (m) defined as \( A_c/P \), the cross-sectional area divided by the wetted perimeter; \( S \) is the bed slope; and \( n \) is Manning’s coefficient. Because of the extremely steep topography in the study basin, kinematic routing (fixed slope and no momentum terms) is assumed.

The volume \( V \); units \( \text{m}^3 \) of water in a grid cell with coordinates \( x=i, y=j \) is updated each time step \( t \) through the following mass balance statement:

\[
V_{ijt} = V_{ij(t-1)} + dt((Pda) - Q_{\text{out}} + Q_{\text{in}})
\]  

(3)

where \( dt \) is a time step, \( P \) is rainfall rate (m/\text{dt}), and \( da \) is the grid-cell area (100 m\(^2\) in this study). \( Q_{\text{in}} \) is derived from surrounding cells that flow into cell \( x=i, y=j \). These cells are determined by the one-dimensional flow (D-8) flow grid (Jenson and Domingue, 1988). Using the D-8 algorithm, flow is directed to one of the adjacent cells with the greatest slope, and flow over flat areas (multiple cells with the same elevation) is resolved with the
imposed gradients plus algorithm (Garbrecht and Martz, 1997; Rivix, 2001). Given a resolved flow grid, \( Q_{in} \) is therefore defined:

\[
Q_{in} = \int_{c=1}^{8} x_c Q_{outc}
\]  

where \( c \) are adjacent cell numbers 1–8 and \( x_c \) is a binary vector that is either 1 (flows into the cell) or 0 (does not flow into the cell).

TOPOFLOW inputs are a time series of observed rates of rainfall, a catchment slope grid and flow grid derived from a USGS 10-m DEM, and three stream-order varying parameters: Manning’s \( n \) \( (m^{0.33} s) \), channel width (m), and channel side slope (m/m). Calculation of stream order begins at the catchment boundary and, thus, includes bedrock hillslope (orders 1 and most of 2) and bedrock channels (orders 3 and 4).

The procedure we used for defining Manning’s \( n \) groups for first to fourth order channels is as follows. The \( n \) value for a non-vegetated, relatively smooth overland flow surface is 0.01 to 0.02 (Emmett, 1978) and rock channels are generally assigned a value of 0.025 to 0.035 (Chow, 1959), so the value \( n=0.025 \) is assigned to first and second order flowpaths. For steep bedrock channels, like those of third and fourth order, critical flow is often assumed in estimating discharge (Moody and Martin, 2001), requiring that velocity (\( v \)) is defined:

\[
v = \sqrt{gd}
\]  

where \( g \) is gravitational acceleration, 9.8 m/s\(^2\). To fit the critical flow assumption within the structure of TOPOFLOW, critical flow was assumed for different depths of
flow (0.1 m and 0.5 m) given the average slope for different scale channels (3rd order $S=1.78$; 4th order $S=0.55$). Given the critical flow velocity, the slope and an estimated depth, the equivalent Manning coefficient can be calculated. The coefficient values for 3rd and 4th order channels were set to 0.90 and 0.16, respectively.

We also defined channel dimensions by order. Hillslope cells (orders 1 and 2) have flowpath widths of 10 m or the cell width. Because planar flow for hillslope cells was assumed, channel banks were assumed to have angles of 0 (i.e., no banks). Widths of bedrock channels were estimated based on field observations. Bedrock channels are roughly 2 m wide in the area being simulated, so a 2-m channel width was assumed for third and fourth order channels. Additionally, many of the channels have steep or vertical banks so we assumed a bank angle of 90°.

TOPOFLOW has several outputs at each cross-section, including depth of flow and discharge. Simulated velocity was also monitored to make sure that the flow estimates were reasonable.

5. Results

5.1. Geologic mapping and physical properties of geologic materials

Geologic mapping (Fig. 3) revealed five geologic units within the study basin; bedrock; young loose colluvium on and near (generally at depths less than 0.5 m) the surface (yc, Fig. 3); underlying, older compacted colluvium that has been exposed by erosion and raveling triggered by channel incision (oc, Fig. 3); channel sediment from debris flows or floods; and recent colluvial fill in channels. Channel sediment and colluvial fill are not shown because of limitations of map scale for Fig. 3. Mapping also showed that the 4th and 5th order channels within the basin (those shown on Fig. 3) all begin within bedrock or at the bedrock/oc contact. The bedrock cliffs were the original source for all four surficial geologic units in the basin.

Bedrock forms steep cliffs in the basin, but has been highly altered by hydrothermal activity and contains abundant mineralized veins and barren fractures. The combination of weakened ground mass and abundant discontinuities makes the bedrock highly susceptible to rock fall. Rock falls were observed during every trip to the basin and ranged from rates of 5 to 20 falls per hour. The timing and frequency of rock falls appeared to be at least partially controlled by thermal expansion associated with exposure to sunlight. We observed this process one winter morning in February 2006. We arrived in the basin before direct sunlight reached the exposed bedrock slopes in the upper basin and did not observe any rock-fall activity. Immediately after direct sunlight hit the bedrock slopes, however, rock falls began to occur at a rate of about 20 per hour. When these falling rocks impacted colluvial slopes,
Fig. 6. Colluvium in the study basin. A) Bedrock cliff, older colluvium (oc), and young colluvium (yc) near the head of the basin. View to the northwest. Relief shown is about 120 m. Evergreen tree is also visible in B. B) Sandy yc and bedrock. Width of field of view at foreground is about 3 m. View to the northwest. C) Coarse yc (talus) at rain gage R1 (see Fig. 3 for location). View to the northeast. D) oc with rills near instrumentation SM3, Ksg2. Width of field of view at foreground is about 4 m. View to the east.
they caused dry sediment to ravel (Gabet, 2003) to downslope positions in channels.

The 4th order channels have exposed bedrock at the surface, or at a shallow (<0.5 m) depth. The amount of sediment in the 4th order channels is a function of the elapsed time since the last flow. When sediment is present, we estimate (from field observations) that about 10% of the sediment has been previously moved by debris flows or floods, and that about 90% is colluvial fill deposited by rock fall and dry ravel processes. Our observations of rock fall and dry ravel deposits on top of one month old snow during the winter of 2005/2006 (Fig. 4), and after debris flows that flush out the channels, indicate that the channels quickly fill through the formation and expansion of colluvial wedges along the channel banks (Figs. 4 and 5).

A major break in slope occurs where the 4th order channels feed into the 5th order channel. The average slope of the 4th order channels is about 40°, whereas the average slope of the 5th order channel is 14° in the basin, and 9° on the bajada. During the monitoring period, the 5th order channel in the basin was continuously lined by thick (generally > 3 m) rock fall, dry ravel, debris flow, and flood deposits (Fig. 5). Our observations following debris flows (described in the next section) indicate that the 5th order channel is the sediment source for the initiation of debris flows when the 4th order channels are depleted of sediment.

Young colluvium (yc) tends to fall into two categories, either talus, or a poorly sorted mix of sand-, gravel, and cobble-sized sediment (Fig. 6). Both categories of yc are loose and uncompacted. The underlying, older colluvium (oc) is a poorly sorted mix of sediment ranging in size from silt to boulders (Fig. 6). Results from grain size analysis indicate that the matrix of both types of colluvium is similar, that is, a sediment dominated by gravel and sand, with less than 6% silt and clay (Fig. 7). Older colluvium (oc) has a higher density than younger colluvium (yc) probably because it was buried (i.e., compacted from overlying colluvium and/or snow and ice during Pleistocene glaciation) prior to exposure. Bulk density results (Table 1) confirm this field observation and show that oc has a higher bulk density (1.46 g/cm³), and lower porosity (0.45) and void ratio (0.81) compared to yc, which has bulk densities that range from 1.10 to 1.21, porosities from 0.58 to 0.54, and void ratios from 1.19 to 1.41. Uncertainties

Table 1
Dry bulk density, porosity, and void ratio of colluvium in the study basin (see Fig. 3 for site locations)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site name and description</th>
<th>Dry bulk density (g/cm³)</th>
<th>Porosity</th>
<th>Void ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BD1 — colluvial surface (yc) near SM1 and SM2</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>1.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BD2 — colluvial surface (yc) near I2</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>1.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BD3 — raveling colluvium (oc) near I5</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 7. Results from grain size analyses.
associated with measured volumes and assumed specific gravities of sediment samples suggest that errors in bulk density, porosity, void ratio values given in Table 1 are about ±20%.

Material in channels is either sediment that has been previously mobilized by debris flows or floods, or fresh colluvial fill. Both types of sediment are loose and unconsolidated (Figs. 4 and 5). Channel sediment has similar grain size characteristics to colluvium, except that it contains a lower percentage silt and clay (<2%, versus <6% for colluvium, Fig. 7). A visual comparison of channel materials (Figs. 4 and 5), with both types of colluvium (Fig. 6), strongly suggests that the channel sediment has lower bulk density and higher porosity values than colluvium. We estimate that channel materials have a minimum porosity of about 0.5.

5.2. Field observations following debris flows and floods

Field observations and interviews with local residents and county authorities indicate that at least six debris flows and two floods occurred in the study basin between May 2004 and July 2006 (Table 2). Although we did not directly observe any of these flows, we were able to classify them as predominantly debris flows or floods based on the type of deposits that we observed soon after they occurred.

Of the six debris flows, three of the flows traveled to Chalk Creek and deposited fans in the creek, and the other three either stayed in the basin, or stopped in the channel on the bajada near the mouth of the basin. We visited the study area within several days following two

Table 2
Flows during the monitoring period

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time (Mountain Daylight Time, MDT)</th>
<th>Source of timing information</th>
<th>Dominant type of flow</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>July 24, 2004</td>
<td>Approximately 21:30</td>
<td>Bob Warren, US Forest Service employee who lives in Chalk Canyon</td>
<td>Debris flow</td>
<td>Debris flow(s) traveled the length of the 5th order channel, crossed CR 162, and deposited a small fan in Chalk Creek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 18, 2004</td>
<td>Approximately 18:30</td>
<td>Joe Nelson, head of Chaffee County Road Maintenance Group</td>
<td>Debris flow</td>
<td>Debris flow(s) traveled the length of the 5th order channel, crossed CR 162, and deposited a large fan in Chalk Creek.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 25, 2004</td>
<td>Roughly 20:30, but poorly defined.</td>
<td>Eric Dahlberg, manager of Silver Cliff Ranch adjacent to the channel.</td>
<td>Possible debris flow</td>
<td>Field observations indicated that the volume of this flow was roughly an order of magnitude larger than the July 24, 2004 flow. Possible debris flow(s), but CR 162 is apparently not affected and timing is poorly constrained.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 22, 2005</td>
<td>Approximately 16:30</td>
<td>Eric Dahlberg, manager of Silver Cliff Ranch adjacent to the channel.</td>
<td>Debris flow</td>
<td>Debris flow(s) travels about halfway down the 5th order channel and stops upslope of CR 162.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 18 or October 19, 2005</td>
<td>Late on the 18th or early on the 19th</td>
<td>Eric Dahlberg, manager of Silver Cliff Ranch adjacent to the channel.</td>
<td>Water-dominated flow (flood)</td>
<td>Field observations of deposits indicated that the flow was water-dominated. Flood traveled the length of the 5th order channel, crossed CR 162, and progressed to Chalk Creek, but no fan was deposited. Small debris flow tracks and deposits were observed on colluvium in the basin, but not in the primary channel.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 22, 2006</td>
<td>Between 20:30 and 21:30</td>
<td>No eyewitness information, timing constrained based on dates of field observations and available storms</td>
<td>Debris flow</td>
<td>Debris flow restricted to 4th order channels at head of the basin.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 8, 2006</td>
<td>Approximately 14:00</td>
<td>Travis Collins, Chaffee County Road Maintenance Group</td>
<td>Debris flow</td>
<td>Debris flow(s) traveled the length of the 5th order channel, crossed CR 162, and deposited a moderate-sized fan in Chalk Creek. Field observations indicated that the volume of this flow was smaller than the August 18, 2004 flow, but larger than the July 24, 2004 flow.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 26 or July 27, 2006</td>
<td>July 26th or July 27th</td>
<td>Observations from July 28 and information from local resident</td>
<td>Water-dominated flow (flood)</td>
<td>Flood traveled the length of the 5th order channel, crossed CR 162, and progressed to Chalk Creek, but no fan is deposited. Small debris flow tracks and deposits were observed on colluvium in the basin, but not in the 5th order channel.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
of these flows (the July 24, 2004 and May 22, 2006 flows, Table 2), and walked from Chalk Creek to the source areas of the debris flows near the head of the study basin (Fig. 2). The July 24 flow traveled to Chalk Creek whereas the May 22 flow only traveled to the junction of the west and east 4th order channels near the head of the basin (see Fig. 3). Debris flow deposits in Chalk Creek from the July 24 flow were fan shaped and partially blocked the flow of the creek. The deposits were matrix supported, poorly sorted, and contained abundant clasts up to 0.3 m in diameter. In the channel on the bajada, we observed debris flow levees, debris flow runup zones around channel bends, and multiple, often overlapping, lobate deposits (Fig. 8). The deposits were similar to those on the fan in the creek, both were poorly sorted and matrix supported, and contained clasts up to about 0.3 m in diameter. No evidence was observed that the debris flows incised and entrained sediment along the thalweg of the previously existing channel on the bajada.

In the basin, sediment was mobilized during debris flows along the length of the 4th order channels where abundant loose debris existed from recent rock falls and dry ravel of colluvial deposits (Fig. 9), as well as along the 5th order channel near the junctions with the 4th order channels (Fig. 10). Some minor rilling and associated, small debris flow deposits were observed on exposed older colluvial deposits (oc, e.g., Fig. 6D), but none were observed on younger deposits (yc). We found no evidence for slides that mobilized into debris flows in any of the source areas, although we did observe some small slides in colluvial wedge deposits that had been undercut by erosion along the flanks of channels. The debris flows initiating on oc were very small, with individual volumes of flow much less than 1 m$^3$ (Fig. 6D). The heads of the rills above the deposits tended to be within or immediately downslope from cobble- and boulder-rich patches of colluvium. The lack of slides at the head of the rills indicates that the debris flows initiate through sediment entrainment in the rills themselves (Fig. 6D). On bedrock exposed at the heads of 4th order channels, we found evidence for overland flow of water, sediment entrainment, and transformation into debris flows in the form of preserved levees flanking rills and gulleys on sideslopes that were thinly (1–2 cm) mantled by fresh dry ravel deposits (e.g., Fig. 9B). A sequence of photographs of the western 4th order channel taken throughout the monitoring period (Fig. 11) show that debris flows occurred as a series of pulses (some of which are still preserved in place in the photographs) that entrained sediment and scoured the channel to bedrock, and that the channel quickly refilled following the debris flows. In the 5th order channel, the truncation of fresh debris flow deposits by well-sorted

Fig. 8. Debris flow deposits in 4 m-wide main channel on bajada. Photograph taken July 25, 2004. View to south. Note post-debris flow incision in center of channel.
Fig. 9. Debris flow source areas in 4th order channels. See Fig. 3 for locations. A) Bedrock catchment area at the head of the west channel. Lower portion of photograph is also shown in Fig. 11. Relief shown is about 300 m. View to the northwest. Photograph taken on July 28, 2006. B) Rill with debris flow levees on thinly mantled bedrock at head of east channel. View to north. See hammer for scale. Photograph taken on May 26, 2006. C) Freshly scoured portion of west channel with debris flow levee. Also shown in Fig. 11. View to northwest. Channel in foreground is about 2 m wide. Photograph taken on July 25, 2004, one day after a debris flow. D) Channel to southwest of SM4. Relief shown is about 120 m. View to southwest. Photograph taken on July 28, 2006.
sandy deposits indicates that some water-dominated, recessional flow occurred immediately after each debris flow (e.g., Fig. 8).

We also made field observations within several days after the two floods of October 19, 2005 and July 27, 2006. At Chalk Creek, and in the 5th order channel on the bajada, the floods were characterized by the redistribution and sorting of sediment that was previously deposited by debris flows (Fig. 12). Also in the channel, incision and truncation of existing debris flow deposits was observed. In the basin, we observed evidence for water-dominated flow and debris flows, although we still classified the overall events as floods because the debris flow deposits were relatively minor. In 5th order channels in the basin, water-dominated flows incised the channel and undercut and eroded away colluvial wedge deposits along the channel flanks. A variety of deposits were observed in the 4th order channels in the basin. Debris flow deposits were observed in the upper-most portions of some channels, and minor rilling and small debris flow deposits were observed on oc. Unlike the three debris flows that we previously described, the debris flow deposits associated with the floods were only present in the upper portions of the 4th channels (e.g., Fig. 9D), and were not present in the 5th order channel.

5.3. Rainfall

Rainfall that triggered debris flows and floods in the basin (Fig. 13) occurred between late spring (May) and early fall (October) each year. No debris flows or floods were triggered by snowmelt. In typical years, about 50% of the average annual precipitation (345 mm, Fig. 13A) in the basin falls between May and September, with July, August, and September tending to have the most intense storms.

Eyewitness reports indicate that flow events tended to be triggered by rainstorms with durations of much less than 1 h. Because of these observations, and because our intent was to develop a rainfall threshold for triggering flows, we divided the rainfall record (Fig. 13A) into individual periods of high-intensity rainfall, which we call storm “bursts” (Fig. 13B). We define a burst as a segment of a storm that has less than 10 min gaps between rain gage bucket tips. If the gap between bucket tips is greater than 10 min, then a new burst is defined. Thus, by our definition, storm bursts have intensities greater than 1.52 mm/h, which would be the intensity calculated from 1 bucket tip every 10 min. Results from this exercise (Fig. 13B) reveal that the rainfall threshold for triggering the observed debris flows is:

\[ I_B = 6.61(D_B)^{-0.77} \]  

where burst intensity, \( I_B \), is in mm/h and burst duration, \( D_B \), is in hours. Several of the bursts triggered debris flows in 4th order channels (October 19, 2005 and July 27, 2006), and triggered floods in the 5th order channel. These two bursts are distinguished from the other bursts by long (2.4 h, October, 19, 2005) and short (0.3 h, July 27, 2006) durations. Although the bursts triggering floods can be distinguished from the bursts triggering debris flows by duration times, the actual channel response is a function of the generated runoff (i.e., discharge) and the availability of sediment in channels. Both of these topics will be explored in a later section.

Also, no easily distinguishable difference exists between bursts that triggered debris flows with long travel distances (July 24, 2004, August 18, 2004, and July 8, 2006) and those that triggered debris flows with short travel distances (September 25, 2004; September 22, 2005; and May 22, 2006). The only commonality between bursts that triggered debris flows with long travel distances is that the duration is between 0.55 and 0.65 h. Bursts with shorter and longer durations resulted in debris flows with shorter travel distances. Again, these differences may be more accurately explained by
differences in generated runoff and the availability of sediment in channels.

5.4. Soil moisture

Records of soil moisture are available for three debris flows and two floods between May 2005 and August 2006 (Fig. 14A). Expanded records for individual flows are shown in Fig. 14B to F. Moisture on the hillslope, in the channel levee, and at depth in the 5th order channel, immediately prior to triggering rainstorms (antecedent moisture), was always less than 22% moisture by volume (Fig. 14). The lowest porosity measured for colluvium in the study area was 0.45 (45%) (Table 1); therefore, sediment was always unsaturated at the beginning of rainstorms that triggered flows. At depths of 1 cm on the hillslope and in the levee, antecedent moisture ranged between 4 and 9% (Fig. 14). At a depth of 29 cm on the hillslope, antecedent moisture ranged between 4 and 7% (Fig. 14). Although few data are available from the 5th order channel, antecedent moisture at a depth of 45 cm ranged from about 20–22% (Fig. 14B and C), the highest antecedent moisture levels of any of the monitored sites.

Peak moisture levels during flows were also low (Fig. 14B–F), with peak shallow (1 cm) moisture ranging from about 10–20%, hillslope moisture at 29 cm ranging from 4 to 12%, and channel moisture at 45 cm ranging from 24 to 38%. As with antecedent moisture, all of the peak moisture levels indicate unsaturated conditions at monitoring sites during flows. Interestingly, the hillslope moisture sensor at 29 cm (SM2, Fig. 3) did not show an increase in moisture during three of the five flows (Fig. 14B, D, and F), and showed a moisture increase of only a few percent within a day following the other two flows (Fig. 14C and E).

Distinguishing debris flows from floods is difficult based on the soil moisture records alone. The moisture levels are very similar for both types of flows, except that the limited records (two events) of channel moisture at 45 cm suggest that deep channel materials are wetter during floods than during debris flows (compare Fig. 14C to B).

Unfortunately, because of practical limitations (i.e., possible destruction of sensors by flows) we do not have any moisture measurements from shallow channel materials. Field observations of shallow channel materials, however, suggest that antecedent moisture levels were similar to those in colluvium (i.e., sensors SM1 and SM2). In 4th order channels, where shallow materials were consistently mobilized by runoff, moisture levels during floods and debris flows were likely at or near saturation. Moisture levels of shallow sediment in the 5th order channel during floods and debris flows are unknown. Additionally, local areas of shallow, older hillslope colluvium (oc, Fig. 3) where rilling occurred during flows, was also likely saturated, but only very near the surface.
5.5. Hydrologic characterization of colluvium and channel sediment

Results from Guelph and Mini Disk field measurements indicate that hydraulic conductivity ($K_s$) and infiltration ($I$) increases as progressing from older colluvium (oc), to younger colluvium (yc), to channel sediment (Table 3 and Fig. 15). Guelph measurements indicate that field-saturated $K_s$ ranges from 58 to 101 mm/h for yc and 504 to 864 mm/h for channel and levee sediments (Table 3). Values for yc are about two times greater than the highest rainfall intensity that triggered debris flows.
(27.4 mm/h, August 18, 2004, Fig. 13B), whereas values for channel sediments are about 18 to 31 times higher. We did not make Guelph measurements in older colluvium (oc) because abundant pebbles and cobbles made it very difficult to auger a bore hole with geometrically stable sides (a requirement for Guelph measurements). Instead, we relied on Mini Disk measurements for estimates of infiltration at the surface of oc.

Results from the Mini disk measurements show that oc has a lower rate of infiltration than yc (Fig. 15). The rate of infiltration measured for the matrix of oc is about 26 mm/h, which is close to the maximum rainfall intensities that triggered debris flows (∼27 mm/h), whereas the rates for yc are greater than 43 mm/h (Fig. 15). Small variations (several percent) in initial soil moisture at each site may have partially contributed to the observed rate differences; but overall, the results suggest that differences exist in the hydrologic properties of two types of colluvium.

5.6. Modeled runoff response

Modeled runoff at the mouth of the 4th order, west channel (Fig. 3), provides an indication of how rainfall translates into peak-flow discharge. The estimated peak discharges of surface-water indicate the potential for runoff to entrain sediment once it encounters loose sediment. To better understand the effect that variable sediment supply had on the generation of debris flows, we plotted modeled peak-flow discharge against the time since last flow (Fig. 16). One of our hypotheses was that the magnitude of debris flows (i.e., travel distance, volume) would be positively correlated with the elapsed time since the last flow. Results shown on Fig. 16 indicate that this hypothesis is incorrect, because two of the largest debris flows (August 18, 2004; July 8, 2006, Table 2) occurred after some of the shortest elapsed times (Fig. 16). Fig. 16 also suggests that debris flows occur at an approximate minimum peak discharge threshold of 0.15 m³/s.

Fig. 16 does a reasonably good job of distinguishing floods from debris flows. Both floods occurred with elapsed times (i.e., time since previous debris flow) of less than 30 days since the last flow. One debris flow (August 18, 2004) also occurred with an elapsed time of less than 30 days (24 days), but this debris flow resulted from the storm with the highest intensity (27 mm/h, Fig. 13B) and the highest modeled peak discharge (∼0.62 m³/s, Fig. 16). These observations suggest that floods are most likely when elapsed times are less than 30 days, but that debris flows are also possible with short elapsed times if the rainfall burst intensity is well above the rainfall threshold. Interestingly, the two rainfall bursts that resulted in floods had very different durations. One storm had a very short duration (0.3 h, Fig. 13B) and one had a long duration (2.4 h, Fig. 13B), but the modeled peak discharge response was very similar (Fig. 16).

6. Discussion — debris flow initiation

A summary of initiation conditions for debris flows in the study basin is given in Table 4. These results indicate that debris flows are triggered by short duration, moderate to high intensity rainfall (see threshold in Fig. 13) that results in overland flow from unsaturated, consolidated older colluvium, and steep bedrock cliffs. Interestingly, the rainfall threshold for Chalk Cliffs is very similar to thresholds developed by Cannon et al. (2008-this volume) for areas recently burned by wildfires in Colorado. The Cannon thresholds, however, only apply for one year after a fire (i.e., until vegetation becomes reestablished on burned slopes), whereas the Chalk Cliffs threshold is for long-term conditions. During the monitoring period, an average of two debris flows occurred per year in the study basin. Because short recurrence rainstorms trigger debris flows at Chalk Cliffs on a regular basis, the site as an ideal natural laboratory to study debris flows generated from runoff.

Debris flows on older colluvium (oc) initiate through sediment entrainment in rills. The rate of infiltration measured for the matrix of oc (see Fig. 15) is roughly 26 mm/h. This suggests that most bursts of rainfall would not result in runoff from the oc matrix, but that concentrated runoff from cobbly/bouldery patches could easily exceed the infiltration capacity of the matrix and create rills. Moisture levels in colluvium immediately before and during debris flows were low; between 4 and 20% by volume. Debris flows initiating from colluvium contribute sediment to the 4th and 5th order channels where it can be entrained by large debris flows, but these volumes are very small compared to the amount of sediment that is entrained from the 4th and 5th order channels by runoff from bedrock.

Whether or not debris flows are initiated in the 4th order channels (Figs. 9 and 11) appears to depend on the availability of sediment in the channel. Field observations indicate that the channels fill rapidly from rock fall and dry ravel. Two successive debris flows occurred in 2004 within 24 days of one another, although the second of these debris flows probably formed from entrainment of sediment from the 5th order channel, rather than from the 4th order channel. All of the 4th order channels have heads within or immediately adjacent to bedrock. Runoff from bedrock is water-rich and sediment poor and when runoff reaches sediment lined-channels,
sediment is entrained in the flow and debris flows are generated. Field observations of debris flow levees near the heads of the 4th order channels indicate that sediment entrainment occurs quickly and that debris flows are formed within the first several meters of water flowing over the sediment.

Fig. 14. Soil moisture data during the monitoring period. See Fig. 3 for instrument locations. A) All available data. Note that SM4 is only a partial record because of problems maintaining the sensor because of channel erosion and rodents. Large fluctuations in shallow moisture between November and April are from freezing and thawing of shallow colluvium. Sensor SM1 was partially exposed to air between June 15 and August 14, 2005. B–F) Data from individual flow events.
Hung et al. (2005) suggest that two main mechanisms are responsible for sediment entrainment in channels; bed destabilization and erosion, and failure of stream banks undercut by erosion. Both types occur in the study basin. As stated previously, two types of 4th order channels occur in our study area, those that begin at the bedrock/colluvial contact (Fig. 9D), and those that begin on bedrock (Fig. 9A). The entrainment process is different for each type of channel. For channels that begin at the bedrock/colluvial contact, entrainment...
Fig. 14 (continued).
occurs during a “firehose effect” where water-rich runoff from gulleys in bedrock cliffs pours on downslope colluvium. The firehose effect has been described in many previous studies (e.g., Fryxell and Horberg, 1943; Johnson and Rodine, 1984; Coe et al., 1997; Glancy and Bell, 2000; Larsen et al., 2006; Godt and Coe, 2007), although the actual mechanics of the process are poorly understood. Our new insights into this process are that high antecedent moisture levels are not required for the initiation of debris flows and that the location of the entrainment sites can change as a function of the conditions of sediment supply (see discussion of 5th order channels later in this section). Furthermore, entrainment occurs nearly instantaneously upon impact, as we have observed debris flow levees immediately adjacent to impact points (Fig. 9D).

For channels that begin within bedrock, entrainment appears to occur through the progressive increase in sediment concentration of runoff along the thalwegs of the channels (Figs. 9 and 11). Previous work indicates that the level of moisture in soils and sediments is important in controlling soil cohesion (Fredlund et al., 1978; Matsushi and Matsukura, 2006) and the efficiency of erosion by overland flow (Huang et al., 2001). Although we do not have soil moisture data from the thin sediments in any of our studied 4th order channels, we know from numerous field observations that moisture levels of sediments in the channels are similar to moisture levels in colluvium, which are always unsaturated prior to debris flows. Therefore, high antecedent moisture levels in sediment in the 4th order channels are not a prerequisite for the initiation of debris flows at Chalk Cliffs. After rainfall and runoff begins, however, sediment along the thalwegs of the 4th order channels undoubtedly becomes quickly saturated. Once this sediment is moving as a debris flow, further sediment is added to the flow by bank failures of colluvial wedge deposits (dry ravel and rockfall deposits). Once debris flows are moving, observations of deposits in the channels (e.g., Fig. 11) indicate that they occur as pulses or waves, rather than as single, massive debris flows.

Table 3
Field-saturated hydraulic conductivity determined from Guelph permeameter measurements in colluvium in the study basin (see Fig. 3 for site locations)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site name, description</th>
<th>Depth (cm)</th>
<th>Ks (cm/s)</th>
<th>Ks (mm/h)</th>
<th>Type of solution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ksg1, yc near SM1 and SM2</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>1.6×10⁻³</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>Multi-head</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ksg1, yc near SM1 and SM2</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>2.8×10⁻³</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>Single-head</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ksg2, channel and levee sediments</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1.4×10⁻²</td>
<td>504</td>
<td>Single-head</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ksg2, channel and levee sediments</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2.4×10⁻²</td>
<td>864</td>
<td>Multi-head</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ksg2, channel and levee sediments</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1.5×10⁻²</td>
<td>540</td>
<td>Single-head</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ksg3, recently deposited channel sediments</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1.9×10⁻²</td>
<td>684</td>
<td>Single-head</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 15. Diagram showing results from measurements of infiltration. See Fig. 3 for measurement locations. Initial soil moisture for all tests ranged from 9 to 12%.
Sediment supply controls where debris flows initiate in the study basin. Bovis and Jakob (1999) indicated that the conditions of sediment supply in debris flow basins are fundamental to understanding and predicting debris flows and this is certainly the case in the study basin. During short periods (perhaps 60 days or less) in most summers, the 4th order channels in the study basin are depleted of sediment because of flushing by debris flows. When threshold exceeding rainfall occurs during these sediment-depleted times, water-rich runoff, rather than debris flows, flows into the 5th order channel. When this occurs, field observations indicate that sediment entrainment occurs in the 5th order channel at and near its junction with 4th order channels (Fig. 10). The sediment in the 5th order channel is at least 3 m thick, and is consistently supplied with fresh dry ravel and rock-fall deposits. We therefore consider the supply of sediment in the 5th order channel to be essentially unlimited. We hypothesize that this is why debris flows can occur in the basin so close together in time, because an adequate supply of sediment always exists.

These 4th and 5th order channel junctions also tend to be major breaks in slope; most 4th order channels have an average slope of about 40°, whereas the 5th order channel has about a 14° slope. Because of this major break in slope, at least part of the entrainment process at the channel junctions is probably by the firehose process. Once debris flows have formed and are flowing in the 5th order channel, field observations indicate that channel incision and further entrainment of material by the debris flows themselves are minimal. These observations are in general agreement with observations by Rickenmann et al. (2003) and Iverson et al. (2005). Rickenmann et al. (2003) conducted field and laboratory debris flow experiments and observed that channel erosion during debris flows tended to be inversely related with sediment concentration. That is, more fluid rich flows tended to erode and entrain greater amounts of channel material. Iverson et al. (2005) conducted flume experiments and found that steady water floods and dam-break floods (which we consider to be roughly equivalent to a firehose effect), entrained sediment and transformed into debris flows.

Based on modeling simulations, our estimate for the minimum amount of runoff discharge required to initiate debris flows is about 0.15 m³/s (Fig. 16). Although this appears to be a fairly low threshold, a comparison to an empirical threshold for specific surface-water runoff discharge ($Q_T$) required to initiate debris flows from sediment in channels (proposed by Tognacca et al., 2000), suggests that it

---

Fig. 16. Diagram showing modeled peak discharge for rainfall bursts during the monitoring period. Large gap in data between 60 and 230 days represents late fall to early spring periods of time.
The threshold of Tognacca et al. (2000) is defined as:

$$Q_T = \left( \frac{\rho_s}{\rho_w} - 1 \right)^{0.5} \left( g^{0.5} \right) \left( \frac{d_m^{1.5}}{\tan \theta} \right)^{1.17}$$  \(\text{(7)}\)

where $Q_T$ is a specific discharge expressed as discharge per unit length of channel (m$^2$/s), $\rho_s$ and $\rho_w$ are the densities (kg/m$^3$) of channel sediment and water (1000 kg/m$^3$), $g$ is gravitational acceleration (9.81 m/s$^2$), $d_m$ is the mean grain size (m) of channel sediment, and $\theta$ is the slope angle (degrees) of the channel.

For the modeled 4th order channel in the study basin, the channel width is about 2 m, and the mean grain size is about 0.01 m. Given the channel width, our modeled discharge threshold of 0.15 m$^3$/s yields a specific discharge threshold of about 0.075 m$^2$/s. Using values of $\rho_s = 2650$ kg/m$^3$ and $\theta = 40^\circ$ in Eq. (7), the $Q_T$ for the 4th order channels is about 0.005 m$^2$/s, well below our modeled specific discharge threshold of 0.075 m$^2$/s. Performing the same calculation for the 5th order channel, with a $\theta = 14^\circ$, yields a $Q_T$ of 0.020 m$^2$/s, which is also well below our modeled specific discharge threshold. This indicates that debris flows may be initiated in this larger channel even in the absence of overland flow from colluvium; flow off bedrock is likely enough to create debris flows. Additionally, we interpret these results to mean that small-scale sediment entrainment probably begins at specific discharge values less than 0.075 m$^2$/s, but that the 0.075 value is reasonable for large scale entrainment that is easily noticeable and hazardous. An example of small-scale entrainment that probably occurred at specific discharges less than 0.075 m$^2$/s is the sediment entrainment in rills on older colluvium in the basin (see Fig. 6D). For these rills, the parameters used in Eq. (7) are essentially the same as those used for the 4th order channel.

### Table 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date, type of event in 5th order channel</th>
<th>Rainfall burst intensity (mm/h), duration (h)</th>
<th>Maximum travel distance (m)</th>
<th>Antecedent hillslope soil moisture at 1 cm depth (volumetric percent)</th>
<th>Antecedent hillslope soil moisture at 29 cm depth (volumetric percent)</th>
<th>Antecedent channel soil moisture at 45 cm depth (volumetric percent)</th>
<th>Elapsed time since previous flow event (days)</th>
<th>Modeled peak discharge from west channel at intersection with east channel (m$^3$/s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>July 24, 2004, Debris flow</td>
<td>13.34, 0.53</td>
<td>1700</td>
<td>Not available</td>
<td>Not available</td>
<td>Not available</td>
<td>&gt;265</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 18, 2004, Debris flow</td>
<td>27.43, 0.58</td>
<td>1700</td>
<td>Not available</td>
<td>Not available</td>
<td>Not available</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 25, 2004, Debris flow</td>
<td>16.46, 0.42</td>
<td>&lt;1400</td>
<td>Not available</td>
<td>Not available</td>
<td>Not available</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 22, 2005, Debris flow</td>
<td>10.57, 0.82</td>
<td>1220</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>362</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 18 or October 19, 2005, Flood</td>
<td>5.95, 1.37</td>
<td>1700 (flood), &lt;100 (small debris flows in basin)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>26 (for previous debris flow)</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 22, 2006, Debris flow</td>
<td>26.49, 1.08</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Not available</td>
<td>215 (for previous flood), 0.41</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 8, 2006, Debris flow</td>
<td>9.63, 0.63</td>
<td>1700</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Not available</td>
<td>262 (for previous flood), 0.16</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 27, 2006, Flood</td>
<td>25.40, 0.25</td>
<td>1700 (flood), &lt;100 (small debris flows in basin)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Not available</td>
<td>280 (for previous flood), 0.21</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7. Conclusions

Our observations indicate that debris flows in the Chalk Cliffs study basin were initiated when rainfall created surface runoff from consolidated colluvium and steep bedrock cliffs. This runoff transformed into debris flows by entraining sediment in rills and channels through firehose and progressive bulking processes. The type and location of entrainment processes were dynamic and depended on variations in sediment supply and channel geometries. Debris flows, initiating in rills on colluvium, had flow volumes smaller than 1 m$^3$ and tended to be located immediately downslope from cobble- and boulder-rich patches in the colluvium. These small debris flows
supplied sediment to 4th and 5th order channels, where water runoff from bedrock transformed channel sediment into larger debris flows. Between debris flows, these channels were rapidly refilled by rock falls from cliffs and by dry ravel from incised colluvial deposits. During periods when sediment was temporarily depleted in steep, 4th order channels, sediment was available in the 5th order channel that drains the entire basin. Therefore, given adequate rainfall, debris flows occurred in sequence over very short time frames. The shortest time between debris flows during the monitoring period was 24 days.

Debris flows were initiated by rainfall exceeding $I = 6.61(D)^{-0.77}$, where $I$ is rainfall intensity (mm/h), and $D$ is duration (h). The approximate minimum runoff discharge required to entrain channel sediment is 0.15 m$^3$/s. Colluvium in the basin was unsaturated immediately prior to, and during debris flows. Antecedent volumetric moisture levels in colluvium at depths of 1 cm and 29 cm ranged from 4–9%, and 4–7%, respectively. During debris flows, peak moisture levels at 1 cm and 29 cm ranged from 10–20%, and 4–12%, respectively. Channel sediment at a depth of 45 cm was unsaturated before and during debris flows; antecedent moisture ranged from 20–22%, and peak moisture ranged from 24–38%. Although we have no measurements from shallow rill and channel sediment, we infer that it was unsaturated before debris flows, and saturated during debris flows.

Some results from this study are applicable to other semi-arid to arid mountainous regions that experience debris flows triggered by short-duration, moderate-to-high intensity rainstorms. First, our results show that high antecedent moisture levels in hillslope and channel sediment are not required for debris flows initiated by runoff. Surface-water runoff from bedrock can rapidly entrain loose sediment with very low moisture levels (about 10% in this study). Second, locations of entrainment of sediment by runoff (i.e., debris flow initiation) can vary within a basin as a function of variations in the thickness of channel fill and the refilling of channels (following debris flows) by rock fall and dry ravel processes. In basins with multiple sources of loose sediment (i.e., 4th and 5th order channels in this study), or where channels are quickly replenished from hillslopes, the time between successive debris flows can be very short, especially when rainfall bursts exceed rainfall thresholds by large amounts. The intensity of the rainfall burst that triggered the debris flow within 24 days of the previous flow in this study exceeded the threshold value by about 2.5 times. That said, it appears that water-dominated flows (floods) are most likely in windows of time immediately following debris flows when sediment supplies are at least somewhat reduced. Both floods documented in this study occurred within 30 days of a debris flow and were triggered by rainfall bursts that were only slightly above rainfall threshold values (burst intensity values were within 5 mm/h of threshold values). Lastly, as demonstrated in this study, a combination rainfall and simulated surface-water discharge thresholds can be useful in understanding and predicting debris flows generated by runoff and sediment entrainment.
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